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To 2019…



BBC World News



Communication online 
in 2019



Coalition for better ads



Coalition for better ads

“82% of people report that they have closed a 

web page because of an autoplaying video ad”

“51% of people say they think less of brands that 

use autoplaying online video ads”



Worst-rated video ads

Autoplaying
inline video ad 

with sound

Autoplaying reflowing 
video ad without 

sound

Autoplaying
video ad with 

sound 
(hard to pause)

Autoplaying
video ad without 

sound 
(hard to pause)



Best-rated video ads

Video sized static 
inline ad

Autoplaying video ad 
w/o sound

Autoplaying reflowing 
video ad w/o sound



ADS.TXT



Our commitment to brand safety

Human judgement

We employ human editorial judgement to identify 

sensitive content.

Experience
We prioritise audience and advertiser experience over all 
else - we are dedicated to delivering a light and fast 
publishing environment.

Integrity
We have a very robust supply chain management 
process. We are incredibly careful in how we select 
vendors to ensure there is no risk to the integrity of our 
platforms.

Trusted content

Our core editorial values of integrity, independence 

and impartiality mean our content is trusted and 

provides a safe publishing environment for 

advertisers.

Contextual targeting
Our ongoing commitment to brand safety is 
demonstrated by the introduction of contextual targeting 
via Grapeshot.

Viewability
We track viewability using Integral Ad Science (IAS) and 
have viewability KPIs built in to all site design.

Ad fraud protection
We also work with IAS to guarantee human traffic and 
eradicate ad fraud. This in turn means we can ensure our 
1st party data segments are verified as being based on 
genuine human audience behaviour.

Transparent inventory
We demonstrated our commitment to inventory 
transparency as the lead publisher in the ads.txt initiative 
and we are proud it illustrates our light and clean ad 
stack.  We are also a lead publisher on IAB tech labs 
initiatives such as ads.cert.



Recap

Online video 
ads are NOT TV 

ads

Use video ad 
formats that 
people like

Buy from 
premium 

publishers 



…and the final word from Sir David
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